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Because firms are diverse and subject to a variety of accountability
mechanisms, including product markets, managerial labor markets,
external audits, and the market for corporate control, firms ought to
be allowed to adjust the board to fit their particular needs.80
Delaware Chancellors William Chandler and Leo Strine have
also cautioned against boards where the CEO is the only inside
director.81 In addition to doubting the ability of the independent
board to control managers, they noted that it might be difficult to
hold non-director officers liable in a Delaware court for breaches of
fiduciary duties.82
Supermajority independent boards have fared no better among
scholars receptive to regulatory interventions in corporate
governance. Professor Donald Langevoort has cautioned that
outsiders on the board are likely to focus excessively on monitoring
management.83 Since management also sits on the board, the
monitoring focus causes friction among board members.84 This is
problematic because boards are also tasked with setting strategy and
advising management on acquisitions. Boards where insiders and
outsiders can work cooperatively on those tasks add value to the
company, while supermajority independent boards increase
unproductive discord on the board.85 Similarly, Professor Jill Fisch has
argued that managing is an important board function and that too
many outsiders on the board detract from that function.86 Finally,
Professor Hillary Sale has observed that independent boards of
directors have failed to prevent corporate crises and scandals.87 The
failure of corporate self-regulation hurt shareholders and
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